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Platune: A Tuning Framework for
System-on-a-Chip Platforms
Tony Givargis and Frank Vahid

Abstract—System-on-a-chip (SOC) platform manufacturers are
increasingly adding configurable features that provide power and
performance flexibility in order to increase a platform’s applicability. This paper presents a framework, called Platune, for performance and power tuning of one such SOC platform. Platune is used
to simulate an embedded application that is mapped onto the SOC
platform and output performance and power metrics for any configuration of the SOC platform. Furthermore, Platune is used to
automatically explore the large configuration space of such an SOC
platform. The versatility, in terms of accuracy and speed of exploration, of Platune is demonstrated experimentally using three large
benchmark examples. The power estimation techniques for processors, caches, memories, buses, and peripherals combined with
the design space exploration algorithm deployed by Platune form
a methodology for design of tuning frameworks for parameterized
SOC platforms in general.
Index Terms—Design space exploration, low-power design, parameter tuning, platform-based design.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE GROWING demand for portable embedded computing devices is leading to new system-on-a-chip (SOC)
platforms intended for embedded systems. Such SOC platforms
must be general enough to be used across several different
applications, in order to be economically viable, leading to
recent attention to parameterized SOC platforms. Different
applications often have very different power and performance
requirements. Therefore, these parameterized SOC platforms
must be optimally configured to meet varied power and performance requirements of a large class of applications.
A platform is a predesigned computing system, typically consisting of a parameterized microprocessor [3], parameterized
memory hierarchy [1], parameterized interconnect buses [14],
and parameterized peripherals [9]. An intellectual property (IP)
platform comes in the form of a hardware description language.
An integrated circuit (IC) platform comes in the form of a chip.
An IC platform can be oriented toward prototyping or can be oriented toward implementation in a final product. In recent years,
a number of commercial platforms have become available and
studied in the literature [12], [16], [18].
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As a specific example, Motorola has announced a version of
an MCORE processor IC with a configurable cache [11]. The
MCORE cache is a four-way set-associative unified cache, in
which one or more of the ways can be disabled. In the past,
when power was not a key issue, there was not a strong reason
to disable ways, since this could only hurt performance. However, with power becoming a key issue, shutting down ways can
reduce power per cache access by reducing the number of power
costly tag comparisons per access and eliminating the power
necessary to drive the bit-lines and word-lines. If this reduction
is greater than the increase caused by more cache misses and
hence power costly accesses to the next level of memory, then
overall power is reduced.
Platform developers typically provide extensive software development and debug environments for their platform users but
often leave the platform user on his/her own when it comes to
tuning. However, as more configurable features get added to
platforms, we argue that platform developers should also provide a tuning environment to assist the user in finding the best
configuration for his/her application and constraints. Platune
is one such tuning environment and the subject matter of this
paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, related work is introduced. In Section III, the
Platune framework is outlined and the underlying SOC platform is described. In Section IV, the simulation models as
well as the power models used in Platune are described. In
Section V, the exploration techniques utilized by Platune are
described. In Section VI, experimental results are given. In
Section VII, concluding remarks are stated.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
There has been considerable effort in designing tools that
enable a designer to measure various performance metrics of
instruction-set processors and memory subsystems. We have
examined WARTS, SimpleScalar, SimICS, SimOS, WATTCH,
SimplePower, Avalanche, and an approach based on the TOSCA
codesign framework. We are unaware of any framework/tools
for measuring the performance metrics of a complete parameterized SOC composed of peripherals in addition to the instruction-set processor and memory subsystem.
The Wisconsin Architectural Research Tool Set [7] (WARTS)
is a collection of tools for profiling and tracing programs and
analyzing program traces, mostly intended for cache and
memory hierarchy exploration. The collections of programs
included in WARTS are QPT, a profiler and tracing system,
CPROF, a cache performance profiler, and Tycho/Dinero cache
simulators. Trace-driven simulation has the advantage of being
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fast and accurate for measuring certain performance metrics,
such as cache hit or miss rates, but is too coarse for measuring
other types of performance metrics, such as power and timing
behavior of processors as well as peripheral devices.
The SimpleScalar [4] toolset is a set of architecture simulators. SimpleScalar simulates a MIPS-like (actually, a superset
of the MIPS-IV instruction set) architecture at the instruction
level. It provides five different simulators that focus on different aspects of the architecture (i.e., high-to-low abstraction
level). At the highest abstraction level, Sim-Fast is a functional
simulator providing quick results without too much statistics
and without timing information. At the lower abstraction level,
Sim-Outorder is a detailed low-level simulator that simulates
the microarchitecture cycle by cycle. The SimpleScalar toolset
provides the basic simulation infrastructure that is necessary to
evaluate modern processor architectures and memory subsystems as well as the effect of particular design implementations
(e.g., pipelining, branch prediction, etc.). SimpleScalar does not
support power analysis.
SimICS [10] is an instruction level simulator developed at the
Swedish Institute of Computer Science. The design objectives
of SimICS are to be fast and memory efficient, support complex
memory hierarchies, and simulate multiple processors (i.e., simulate interprocessor interrupts, message passing, and external
TLB invalidations). The statistics that are gathered by SimICS
are memory usage, frequency of important events, and instruction profiling. As with SimpleScalar, while these metrics can
be used to explore the memory hierarchy design space, the tool
does not provide power consumption estimates.
The SimOS [13] simulator is designed to enable the study
of uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems. The SimOS simulator is capable of simulating the computer hardware at the right
amount of detail to run an entire operating system. The tool does
provide flexibility in the tradeoff between simulation speed and
the amount of detail and statistics that is collected. However,
power consumption is not directly modeled. Instead, the focus
of the simulator design has been to enable the simulation of privileged operating system software, as SimOS is intended to allow
a researcher to gain insight in the behavior of a processor system
given a realistic application workload.
WATTCH [2] is a system that extends the SimpleScalar
simulator for power analysis. Here, power analysis is done
at the architectural level and the simulation is built on top of
the Sim-Outorder simulator of the SimpleScalar toolset. The
WATTCH simulator provides a framework to analyze different
configurations, optimizations, and strategies to save power.
Since WATTCH is based on SimpleScalar, it focuses on the
processor and memory subsystem.
As with WATTCH, SimplePower [17] too is based on the
SimpleScalar simulator. SimplePower augments the SimpleScalar simulator with power models in order to estimate the
processor core power consumption, memory subsystem power
consumption, bus power consumption, and I/O pad power consumption. The SimplePower tool is intended to provide means
for optimizing power consumption of the circuits, architecture,
and the application software. However, this tool mainly focuses
on the processor, memory, and the bus subsystem.

Avalanche is a system-level power estimation framework
making use of a trace-based approach, which in turn is done
by WARTS, and deploying a mix of analytical models (for instruction cache, data cache, and main memory) and instruction
set simulators (ISS) [6]. The Avalanche framework optimizes
system parameters in order to minimize energy dissipation
of the overall system. Moreover, the tradeoff between system
performance and energy dissipation is also explored. This
framework focuses on the processor and memory subsystem.
An approach based on the TOSCA codesign framework is
proposed by [5]. Their approach performs register–transfer level
analysis of power for control-oriented embedded systems, implemented into a single ASIC. The main goal has been to offer
a power-oriented codesign methodology, with particular emphasis on power metrics, to compare different design solutions
described at high abstraction levels. Unlike the other work presented here, their approach starts with the application specification and seeks to derive a power optimal design by integrating
power estimation techniques into a codesign synthesis environment. Platune, on the other hand, assumes a fixed but parameterized SOC platform and explores parameter configurations with
respect to a fixed application mapped onto the architecture.
Most of the tools outlined so far are designed for evaluating
research ideas pertaining to predominantly performance issues,
or tuning of design parameters and subsystems toward optimum
performance. Specifically, the focus has been geared toward the
memory subsystems. The later efforts have extended the earlier efforts to account for power and system-level design exploration as well and have included the bus power consumption to
the other metrics of interest. Platune extends such work further
by allowing for power and performance analysis of an entire
parameterized SOC platform, including the peripheral components found on the SOC platform. Furthermore, while the earlier work has focused on simulation of a user-selected configuration, Platune allows for automatic search and exploration of
Pareto-optimal configurations.
III. PLATUNE FRAMEWORK
A. Overview
Platune is an environment (i.e., framework or tool) for enabling an embedded system designer (i.e., user of the SOC platform) to select appropriate architectural parameter values, for
a given application that is to be mapped on the parameterized
SOC platform, in order to meet performance and power goals.
This process is also referred to as platform tuning, architecture
optimization, parameter selection, and so on. We distinguish between an embedded system designer (e.g., builder of a digital
camera) and desktop computer architecture designer, which is
what most previous tools have targeted. Platune is closely tied
to a specific architecture, namely the architecture that is to be
tuned. This architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. Platune is composed of the following two components.
Closely integrated simulation models for each of its SOC
components (e.g., processors, memories, interconnect buses,
and peripherals). These simulation models capture dynamic
information essential for computing power and performance
metrics.
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B. Parameterized SOC Platform

Fig. 1.

Parameterized SOC platform.

Power models for each of its SOC components. Each of
these power models must be parameterized according to the parameterization of the respective SOC component.
Platune is capable of performing the following tasks.
Compilation of a C program and linking of runtime support libraries in order to map an application to the SOC platform
prior to simulation or exploration.
Simulation for the purpose of generating a report on
power consumption and execution time given a particular
configuration of the SOC platform that is determined by the
designer.
Simulation for the purpose of generating a report on
power consumption and execution time given a range (i.e., a
subset) of configurations of the SOC platform that is determined by the designer.
Exploration (automatic) of all possible configurations of
the SOC platform for the purpose of generating a report on
the possible power and execution time tradeoffs available to a
designer.
Platune is designed with the following implementation goals
in mind.
To compute power and execution time metrics that are
of high enough accuracy to distinguish inferior configurations
from superior ones. The goal is not to compute metrics that are
accurate in an absolute sense but rather in a configuration-toconfiguration relative sense.
To simulate the SOC platform at the highest possible abstraction level for rapid simulation and exploration.
To explore the configuration space in an efficient manner
since the configuration space is exponential in size.
To avoid simulation whenever possible and use information gathered in previous simulation runs, in order to compute
power and execution time for new configurations.
To provide a single tool that is composed of closely coupled (i.e., integrated) components that interoperate with each
other efficiently (i.e., shared memory instead of trace/toggle
files, etc.) in order to achieve high-speed simulation and
exploration.
In the next section, we will introduce the parameterized SOC
platform and explain various tunable parameters.

The underlying parameterized SOC platform that Platune is
based on is depicted in Fig. 1. The SOC platform works as
follows. A MIPS R3000 processor, instruction cache, and data
cache communicate over two processor-local buses, namely the
CPU-instruction-cache bus and the CPU-data-cache bus. The
on-chip memory is connected to the two caches via another bus,
namely the cache-memory bus. The universal asynchronous receiver and transmitter (UART) peripheral and the discrete cosine transform (DCT) CODEC peripheral are connected to the
peripheral bus. The peripheral bus is in turn bridged over to the
CPU-data cache. The various components of this platform are
configurable. Likewise, the Platune framework allows for modifying these parameters in its representation of the SOC platform.
The MIPS can be set to run at 32 different voltage levels (1.0
to 4.2 V in increments of 0.1 V) and thus 32 different frequencies. Each of the two caches are five-way set-associative (1, 2, 4,
8, and 16), there are five line-sizes settings (4, 8, 16, 32, and 64
byte), and ten total cache sizes (128 to 64 Kb in power of 2 increments). The four interconnect buses (CPU-instruction-cache,
CPU-data-cache, cache-memory, and peripheral bus) are each
in turn composed of a data bus and an address bus. Each one
of the buses can be set to one of four different widths (4, 8, 16,
and 32 wires) and three different encodings (binary, bus-invert,
and gray). The UART peripheral’s transmitter as well as the receiver buffer sizes can be set to one of four values (2, 4, 8, and
16 bytes). The DCT CODEC peripheral’s pixel resolution can
be set to one of two widths (16 or 24 bits).
In summary, there are a total of 26 parameters and a configuration space in excess of 10 configurations. In the following
sections, the simulation model and power models of Platune will
be described in detail.
IV. SIMULATION AND POWER MODELS
Platune is composed of a collection of closely coupled and
integrated simulators, each corresponding to the various component (CPU, cache, interconnect buses, and peripherals) of its
SOC platform. In addition to performing a functional simulation, each simulator 4pis designed to gather activity information
that, combined with power models, is used to compute the dynamic power consumption of the SOC platform.
The simulator and power models of each of the components
will be described in the subsequent sections. We first give the
general CMOS power model and technology related parameters
that lie beneath all power models described in this paper. Dynamic power for a switching element is given by the following:

In this equation, is the average capacitance of the switching
element. The term (a number between 0 and 1.0) is a measure
of switching activity of the element. The term is the clock
frequency applied to the switching element. The term is the
supply voltage applied to the switching element. The term ,
clock frequency, is a (near linear) function of the supply voltage
, as shown in the following [8]:
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TABLE I
TECHNOLOGY PARAMETERS

is the simulated time (in seconds) of the application running on
is the average energy
the SOC platform. The term
consumption of the th instruction that is executed during simuis the average energy consumption of the th
lation. The
is assumed to be constant for
register file access. The
any read or write access and is derived from gate-level simulation and power analysis and normalized for a supply voltage of
is given in the following equation
one Volt. The term
is the previously executed instruction.

The term
is the threshold voltage of the underlying
is the maximum supply
CMOS technology. The term
voltage that can be applied to the SOC platform. The term
is the maximum allowable clock frequency of the SOC
.
platform at maximum supply voltage, i.e.,
(the
Other technology related parameters include
(the unit length of the
width/length of a transistor),
(the average capacitance of a
shortest interconnect wire),
(the average capacitance of the shortest
single transistor),
interconnect wire, i.e., capacitance per unit length), and
(the approximate length of the on chip interconnects buses).
Typical values for all of the technology parameters are given
in Table I.
In general, each simulator within Platune collects and computes the switching activity, i.e., the term, during a simulation
run. Subsequent to simulation, power consumption of each component (which in turn may be composed of subcomponents) is
computed and ultimately summed up to obtain the total power
consumption. It must be noted that power consumption and (or)
execution time of the SOC platform for pockets of configurations is often obtainable without the need for repeated simulation. As an example, a single simulation can be used to obtain performance metrics for all configurations where the supply
voltage is the only varying parameter. This is as a result of our
power models analytically linking voltage, power, and clock frequency. Platune is optimized to avoid simulation whenever possible by reusing simulation results of previous runs. In the next
sections, we examine each component individually.
A. Processor
The processor simulator maintains detailed statistics on its
internal activity, e.g., fetches, stalls, instruction execution frequency, register file access, floating-point activity, etc. Such statistics is used in a post simulation analysis to compute power
and performance metrics. The technique used here is an extension to previously given instruction-based approaches [15]. The
power consumed by the processor core (excluding caches, interconnect buses and peripherals) can be broken down into the
following components

The summations are over all instructions that where executed by
) and register file access
the processor (in the case if
) during the simulation run. The term
(in the case of

is derived from gate-level simulation and
The function
power analysis of the CPU and assumed to be a constant two-dimensional lookup table that is normalized for a supply voltage
,
of one Volt. Both and are integers in the range of
where is the number of instructions supported by the processor. Note that it’s important to consider inter-instruction dependencies as the currently executing instruction can have an
impact on the energy consumption of the next instruction. For
example, a multiply successor to a branch instruction may require more energy to compute!
The time complexity of the processor power estimation approach is linear with respect to the length of the application software running on the target processor.
B. Caches
The cache simulators of Platune are fully parameterized modules that operate on a stream of memory references that is generated by the processor simulator during simulation. In addition to the standard cache metrics, such as number of misses
used for execution time evaluation, the Platune cache simulators
maintain additional activity statistics, e.g., number of tag comparisons, word-line activity, and bit-line activity, that is used to
compute the power consumption. The power model for caches
is defined as follows

The summation is over all cache accesses performed during a
simulation run. The term is the simulated time (in seconds) of
the application running on the SOC platform. The term
is the average energy consumption of the storage, tag, and house
keeping (valid and dirty) transistors during a single cache access, i.e., a single cache line (block) read/write operation. This
value is a function of the cache parameters (line size), (associativity), (total size), and supply voltage as shown

The term
is the total number of transistors that are invoked during each cache access. The factor 2 is based on the
assumption that a one-bit memory cell in the cache is composed
of a pair of transistors. In the energy equation, the 1/2 term and
term follow from the power equation given earlier. The
the
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term is a measure of the average switching capacitance. The 1/4 term is a measure of switching activity of
the transistor. It is assumed that, on the average, half of the accesses to the cache cause half of the bits in question to switch.
This metric can be improved by keeping more detailed simulation data at the expense of slowing down the simulation time.
The random data assumption, however, has been shown to work
very well [14]. Note that the clock frequency term is left out
since we are computing the energy and not the power.
is the average energy consumption of the
The term
word-lines that get activated during a single cache access. This
value is a function of the physical width of the cache, which is
dependent on the parameters (line size), (associativity), and
(total size), as well as the supply voltage as shown

The term
is the width of a word-line. Here, we assume that all transistors in a row are laid out side-by-side with
the word-lines routed straight through them. The factor 2 is
based on the assumption that a one-bit memory cell in the cache
is composed of a pair of transistors. This is certainly not an exact
assumption, but a reasonable one that allows us to compare two
candidate cache architectures in a relative way. The
term is the average switching capacitance of a word-line. The
is based on the power equation given earlier. The
switching activity parameter is one and hence removed from the
equation. The clock frequency term is left out since we are computing the energy and not the power.
is the average energy consumption of the
The term
bit-lines that get activated during a single cache access. This
value is a function of the physical height of the cache, which is in
turn dependent on the parameters (line size), (associativity),
and (total size), as well as the supply voltage as shown

The term
is a measure of the height of a bit-line.
Here, as with the word-lines, we assume that all transistors
in a column are laid out side-by-side with the bit-lines routed
term is the average
straight through them. The
is based on the
switching capacitance of a bit-line. The
power equation given earlier. The switching activity parameter
since that many bit-lines are energized during each
is
cache access. The factor 2 is based on the assumption that
a one-bit memory cell in the cache is composed of a pair of
transistors. The clock frequency term is left out since we are
computing the energy and not the power.
is the average energy consumption of the
The term
index decode logic. This value is a function of the index range of
the cache, which is dependent on the parameters (line size),

(associativity), and
as shown
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(total size), as well as the supply voltage

The term

is the index range of the cache. The term
is an estimate of the number of transistors required
to implement a decoding unit that can be used to index into
term is based on the power equation
the cache. The
given earlier. The switching activity is assumed to be half of the
transistors making up the decode logic switching per access.
It must be noted that the cache structure that is modeled here
is very generic and simple in design. The power models given
here are intended to for comparing relative quality of caches
with different parameters but still identical in structure.
The time complexity of the cache power estimation approach
is linear with respect to the length of the application software
running on the target processor for the first configuration and
constant for subsequent configurations. For the first configuration, the application software is simulated on the target processor to obtain the necessary statistics. For subsequent configurations, the statistics are used along with the above equations
and new parameter settings. Certain system configurations may
require a re-simulation of the applications software.
C. Memory
The memory simulator of Platune operates on a stream of
memory references that are generated by the processor, cache,
and bus simulators during simulation. The power models for
memory component works as follows

The summation is over all memory accesses performed during
a simulation run. The term is the simulated time (in seconds)
of the application running on the SOC platform.
The on-chip memory power model is simply a per access
energy lookup based on weather the access is a first time
memory read/write operation (e.g., first read/write from a page
in burst mode) or a subsequent read/write operation from a
page in burst mode. Note that the access type of a reference
(first or next) is accounted for during the simulation run. The
(the energy of a first read/write operation)
term
is derived from gate-level simulation and power analysis of
the memory and assumed to be a constant normalized for a
supply voltage of one Volt. Likewise, the term
(the energy of a subsequent read/write operation from a page
in burst mode) is derived from gate-level simulation and
power analysis of the memory and assumed to be a constant
normalized for a supply voltage of one Volt.
The time complexity of the memory power estimation approach is linear with respect to the length of the application software running on the target processor for the first configuration
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and constant, for subsequent configurations. For the first configuration, the application software is simulated on the target
processor to obtain the necessary statistics. For subsequent configurations, the statistics are used along with the above equations
and new parameter settings. Certain system configurations may
require a re-simulation of the applications software.
D. Interconnect Buses
Like the previous simulators, the bus simulators in Platune
also operate on a stream of data and memory references that are
generated by the processor, cache, and memory modules and
accumulates bus wire bit toggle statistics that are used for subsequent power consumption computation. Without lack of generality, and for the following discussion, we assume that a bus
is either an address bus or data bus of one of the four buses with
, the bit switching activity for the parameter
the term
(width) and (encoding), computed during simulation. The
following will compute the power consumption of the bus

The term is the simulated time (in seconds) of the application
value is based on the
running on the SOC platform. The
, we consider the
power equation given earlier. To compute
relative spacing of the bus, i.e., the fewer the wires, the larger
the spacing between adjacent bus wires. In our assumption, the
routing area devoted to interconnect buses is constant

Here, the constant 1 factor accounts for the wire capacitance resulting from coupling to the ground and substrate planes. The
factor accounts for the coupling capacitance to the
neighboring wire. Note that the bus width is normalized such
that at max width (32 wires) the capacitance ratio due to coupling to ground/substrate equals that due to coupling to neighboring wires.
The time complexity of the bus power estimation approach
is linear with respect to the length of the application software
running on the target processor for the first configuration and
constant, for subsequent configurations. For the first configuration, the software is simulated on the target processor to obtain the necessary statistics. For subsequent configurations, the
statistics are used along with the above equations and new parameter settings. Certain system configurations may require a
re-simulation of the applications software.
E. Peripherals
Much work has concentrated on system-level modeling of
microprocessors, caches, memories, and buses. But for general-purpose peripherals, such as the UART and DCT CODEC,
there has been little previous work established. In Platune, peripherals are viewed as executing a sequence of instructions.
Classically, an instruction represents an atomic action available
to a microprocessor programmer. We use the term instruction
more generally as an action that, collectively with other actions, describes the range of possible behaviors of a peripheral
core. We have extended the instruction-level power modeling

approach that was previously used for microprocessor cores, for
use with peripheral cores. In building the power models for our
peripherals we have performed a number of steps that are described in what follows.
The first step is selecting instructions for our peripherals. For
the UART and DCT CODEC, we have first broken the functionality into a set of instructions. These instructions have the
property that they collectively cover the entire functionality of
the particular core. As with the instructions of an instruction-set
processor, each instruction operates on some input data and produces some output data. For example, for the UART, one might
select the following instructions: Reset, Enable_tx, Enable_rx,
Send, and Receive. Send and Receive may operate on bytes of
data.
The second step is instruction data-dependency modeling of
our peripheral cores. For each instruction, we have determined
how dependent that instruction’s power consumption is on that
instruction’s input data. Let us define an instruction’s power-dependency characteristic as one of: dependent directly on its
input data, dependent on a statistical characterization of its input
data (e.g., the density of 1s in a vector of bits), or independent
of its input data. For example, for the UART core, we ran experiments that provided different data to each instruction. Then,
we determined that the power-dependency characteristic for all
instructions was “independent.” In other words, the Send instruction consumed approximately a constant amount of power
regardless of the data being sent; likewise for the Receive and
other instructions.
The next step is core power-mode modeling. Very unlike
microprocessors, certain instructions executed on a peripheral
core can drastically change the power consumption of succeeding instructions. In particular, certain instructions change
the mode of the peripheral core. This concept of mode is
very different from that of measuring interinstruction power
dependencies (e.g., a load following a store may consume more
power than a load following an add). To account for this, we
determined the set of modes of the two peripheral cores in
question that caused the cores to consume significantly more
or less power per each execution of their instructions. With our
UART core, we found four power modes: Idle, Tx_enabled,
Rx_enabled, and Tx_rx_enabled.
The final step is gate-level power evaluation. We use gatelevel simulation to obtain per-instruction power data and capture this information in lookup tables. This procedure involves a
methodical way of creating a set of testbench models that, when
simulated at gate-level, capture the power consumption of each
instruction, in each particular mode, with each particular parameter setting. As an example, Table II gives the lookup table
for the UART peripheral. The rows correspond to instructions
while columns correspond to the UART’s buffer size parameter
values. The entries are repeated for each one of the four modes.
The time complexity of our peripheral power estimation approach is linear with respect to the length of the application software running on the target processor for the first configuration
and constant, for subsequent configurations. More specifically,
for the first configuration examined, the time complexity of the
estimation approach is a function of how frequently a particular
peripheral device is accessed by the application software.
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}
}
return Pareto;
}

V. EXPLORATION
So far, we have described the simulation model and power
analysis techniques used in Platune. In this section, we define
the exploration problem and outline the techniques used for performing it automatically. Our SOC platform is composed of numerous parameters. We enumerate each of these parameters as
, ,
. Each of these parameters can be assigned a
value from a finite set of values, namely its domain. A complete
assignment of values to all the parameters is a configuration.
The problem is to efficiently, compute the Pareto-optimal configurations, with respect to power and performance, for a fixed
application executing on the SOC platform. In our problem, a
is Pareto-optimal if no other configuration
configuration
has better power as well as performance than
.
A. An Exhaustive Exploration Algorithm
We start by outlining an exhaustive algorithm to solve the exploration problem. In this exhaustive algorithm, first, power and
performance are evaluated for all configurations. Then, configurations are sorted by nonincreasing execution time (i.e., higher
performance). Last, in the sorted order, a walk through the space
is performed while all configurations that result in power consumption above the minimum seen thus far are eliminated. The
remaining configurations are Pareto-optimal. The algorithm is
given below.
Algorithm 1:
list compute_Pareto_configurations(space
) {
list all, Pareto;
1e100; /* infinity */
float min_power
in space
{
for each configuration
simulate_SOC( );
all.push( );
}
all.sort(/* key is execution time */);
while(!all.empty()) {
all.pop();
min_power) {
if( .power
.power;
min_power
Pareto.push( );

The problem with this approach is that the configuration
space is likely to be very large, making the approach impractical in many cases. The exhaustive approach is practical when
applied to a small subset of the solution space consisting of
one or two varying parameters while all others held constant.
We have found that many parameters in an SOC platform have
little interdependency among each other. Two parameters are
interdependent if changing the value of one of them impacts the
optimal parameter value of the other. For example, it may be
that the set-associativity and line size parameters of the instruction cache are interdependent. However, the set-associativity
parameter of the instruction cache and the line size parameter
of the data cache are not interdependent. An efficient algorithm
can take advantage of such interdependencies of parameters (or
lack of it) to prune the configuration space.
B. Parameter Interdependency Model
We have used a graph model to capture the parameter interdependencies. Such a graph is constructed with its nodes representing parameters and edges representing interdependencies
between parameters. Generally, a path from a node to a node
indicates that the Pareto-optimal configurations of should
be calculated once the Pareto-optimal configurations of all the
nodes from to , residing on the path, are calculated, in that
order. During that calculation all other parameters not on the
path can be temporally fixed to some arbitrary value. A path
from a node to a node and back to , which forms a cycle,
indicates that the Pareto-optimal configurations of all the parameters on the cycle need to be calculated simultaneously. During
that calculation all other parameters not on the path can be temporally fixed to some arbitrary value. The Pareto-optimal configurations of an isolated node can be computed by temporally
setting all other parameters to some arbitrary value. The dependency graph used by Platune is depicted in Fig. 2. We assume
that the designer of the SOC platform determines the interdependencies among the parameters. Often these interdependencies follow from the structure of the SOC platform. For example,
given an optimal configuration of the instruction cache, one can
tune the data cache parameters without affecting the optimality
of the instruction cache, since an optimally performing instruction cache will maximize instruction cache hit rate and no data
cache configuration can have an effect on the instruction cache.
In our graph, there are no edges going from , , or to ,
, or , stating that the instruction cache and data cache are not
interdependent. If the designer cannot establish the interdependency of two or more parameters, than he or she should conservatively assume that they are interdependent. In future work, we
plan to automate this dependency determination.
C. An Efficient Exploration Algorithm
Given an interdependency graph, our algorithm works as
follows.
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Fig. 2. Target SOC interdependency graph.

Algorithm 2:
list compute_Pareto_configurations_2
(graph ) {
list sub_graphs, Pareto;
sub_graphs
strongly_connected_components( );
// part 1
in sub_graphs {
for each subgraph
Pareto
compute_Pareto_configurations( .space);
eliminate configurations. in .space
not in Pareto;
}
// part 2
while(!sub_graphs.size()! 1) {
sub_graphs.pop_front();
sub_graphs.pop_front();
union
;
sub_graphs.push_back( );
Pareto
compute_Pareto_configurations( .space);
eliminate configurations. in .space
not in Pareto;
}
return Pareto;
}

The algorithm can be broken down into two phases. The first
phase performs a local search for Pareto-optimal configurations.
The second phase iteratively expands the local search to discover global Pareto-optimal configurations.
The first phase of our algorithm performs clustering of interdependent nodes in the graph. This is the same problem as
finding strongly connected components of a graph (e.g., a depth

first search can be used to accomplish this). In addition, if two
clusters are connected (but not strongly), then they are topologically ordered. Here, each cluster represents a disjoint subspace
of the overall configuration space. We use our exhaustive algorithm for calculating Pareto-optimal configurations for each
of the clusters. Then, we restrict possible configurations of that
cluster to the Pareto-optimal configurations only. This pruning
is justified since if a configuration is not Pareto-optimal within
a cluster, it cannot be part of a Pareto-optimal configuration for
the entire configuration space. Conversely, if a configuration is
Pareto-optimal within a cluster, it may or may not be Pareto-optimal given the entire configuration space, and thus must remain. Our exhaustive approach applied to clusters is usually feasible since these clusters represent only a small subspace of the
total configuration space. Nevertheless, heuristics such as probabilistic exploration techniques can be used to search within a
cluster when the exhaustive method is too time consuming.
The second phase of our algorithm combines pairs of clusters into a single cluster and computes Pareto-optimal configurations within it. Then, it limits the space of this new cluster to the
Pareto-optimal configurations only. This procedure is repeated
until all the clusters have been merged and a single cluster remains. The Pareto-optimal configurations within this last cluster
represent Pareto-optimal configurations of the entire configuration space.
The worse case time complexity of the algorithm is bounded
, where
denotes the number of initial
by
strongly connected components (i.e., clusters) computed in part
denotes the number of parameters, and
denotes the
1,
upper bound on the number of values each parameter can receive. Note that for our target architecture, depicted in Fig. 1,
,
, and
. Here, the
factor
bounds the running time of the exhaustive computations of the
bounds the number of times
Pareto-optimal points, while
the first/second part of the algorithm iterate. In the worst case,1
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TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: ESTIMATION ACCURACY AND SIMULATION SPEED

when
(all parameters are interdependent) the run. In the best case, when
ning time is exponential, namely
(all parameters are independent) the running time is
linear, namely . For most practical cases the running time will
will decrease
be closer to the best case since the factor
very rapidly as increases.
Fig. 3.

Simulation speed of Platune and gate-level simulation.

VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we intend to experimentally demonstrate
three qualities of Platune, namely, accuracy of power and
performance estimates, speed of simulation, and speed of exploration. In all our experiments, Platune is used to explore the
configuration space of some application software executing on
the hardware architecture depicted in Fig. 1. The architecture
and its parameters are described in Section III.
To demonstrate the accuracy of power estimates generated by
Platune, we compared the power breakdown of the various SOC
components generated by Platune (e.g., processor, memory,
buses, and peripherals) to gate-level power estimations. Since
Platune is a cycle accurate simulator, the performance (i.e.,
execution time) statistics reported are exact in terms of the
number of cycles. For this experiment, we used the PowerStone
[11] jpeg benchmark, an implementation of the JPEG image
decompression standard that is roughly 620 lines of C code. The
inverse DCT (IDCT) function of this algorithm was mapped
to the DCT CODEC peripheral while Huffman decoding and
dequantization was mapped to the MIPS processor of our
parameterized SOC platform. The results are given in Table III.
Here, only two configurations of the SOC platform are shown.
However, in the table, the average accuracy error is computed
by looking at 48 different configurations of the SOC platform.
In the first configuration, the instruction and data caches are set
to 1024 byte, direct mapped, and 4 byte/line, and the CODEC
is configured to perform 24-bit IDCT computations. In the
second configuration, the instruction and data caches are set to
4096 bytes, two-way set-associative, and 4 byte/line, and the
CODEC is configured to perform 12-bit IDCT computations.
In all, we examined 48 random configurations and computed
the average power estimation error. The average error for the
total SOC power consumption was 8%.

1Our analysis only holds for the worse case because on the average, clusters
will not always receive an equal number of parameters, thus the algorithm will
be more accurately bounded by (
).

O K 2M

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION

To demonstrate the simulation speed, we compared the time
taken to simulate 48 configurations of the jpeg example running
on Platune with the time taken performing gate-level simulation.
The results are shown in Fig. 3. On the average, Platune required
23 s, while gate-level simulation required 47 490 s (over 13 h)
per configuration. Platune is over 2000 times faster than gatelevel simulation. The experiments ran on a machine with dual
500-MHz Sun Ultra Spark II processors.
To demonstrate the exploration speed of Platune, in addition to jpeg we used two other PowerStone benchmark applications, namely g3fax, a group three fax decoder (single level
image decompression) at roughly 652 lines of C code, and v42,
a modem encoding/decoding algorithm at roughly 743 lines of
C code. The results are given in Table IV. For the jpeg example,
a total of 18 611 configurations where examined, which took
about 3 days. Of those, 157 were Pareto-optimal with respect to
power and performance. For the g3fax example, a total of 14 350
configurations where examined, which took about 1.6 days. Of
those, 134 were Pareto-optimal with respect to power and performance. For the v42 example, a total of 15 731 configurations where examined, which took about 1.7 days. Of those, 133
were Pareto-optimal with respect to power and performance.
The power and performance tradeoff are shown in Fig. 4. We
repeated our experiments for the remaining PowerStone benchmarks with similar conclusion. We discovered that the discontinuities in the plots occurred when the size, line or set-associativity of the caches crossed the working set boundary of the
particular application that was being executed. In general, cache
parameters unlike others (e.g., processor voltage setting) do not
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used by Platune discovered the Pareto-optimal set by extensively pruning the design space of 10 configurations.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have given an overview of the Platune parameterized SOC
simulation and exploration framework. Platune is a tool to aid
the system designer in selecting appropriate architectural parameter values, for a given application that is to be mapped
on the parameterized SOC platform, in order to meet performance and power goals. We have shown that Platune is accurate in estimating power and performance metrics. Moreover,
the exploration techniques used by Platune, based on parameter interdependency models, can discover the Pareto-optimal
configurations (with respect to power and performance) by extensively pruning the design space of 10 configurations. The
search process for three large applications took of the order of
1–3 days. Our future work focuses on reducing this time down
to hours using a combination of heuristics and parameter interdependency models. The techniques and algorithms used by
Platune can be applied to tuning platforms targeted toward any
parameterized SOC platform.
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